Bronxville, N. Y. March 16. 96.

Estimées et chère M. Kuyper,

Accept my cordial thanks for the appointment. The contract has been read with care and the desired declaration is included.

Condition 1: I do not fully understand—what you mean by every sheet—imagine that mean that you want the entire work—3 copies sent over to you for final examination?

Condition 2: I am at work on Vol. II at the rate of 16 pages a week. I have 50 pages done. I do not think anything past the work will exceed this part for difficulty, but after 200 pages shall have been translated I shall know more.

Please change the date—March 1, is a Sunday. Ideas are just a little different here. Business contracts are dated on week-days. Will you mind? Make it March 2.

And when you write, will you kindly have a little care as to chirography? —Please bear with my requests.


Please give me Dutch word or English for Besef and Begrip? —
Het Begrip der Wissenschap. —The Conception of Science. —What difference is there between Besef en Begrip?

Yours very faithfully — J. Hendrik de Vries
By "index in alphabetical order." You mean one that cover the three volumes and is placed at the end of Vol. III.?

Did you receive the copy of the Bibliotheca Sacra, and the later reprints of Clear Constitutional Debts, last summer? I sent them. Did you have more acknowledges them? At least I have never receiving from you a word to that effect. — J. H. de Vries.
A fourth evil hides in our imagination.

In a normal condition the self-consciousness (het zelfbewust) ought to point out immediately and accurately the boundary-line between that which enters into our consciousness from the existing reality, and that which is brought into our consciousness by our imagination. As a result of sin however this boundary-line is not only uncertain, but with strongly passioned natures sometimes absolutely indiscernible, so that phantasy and reality are constantly at play through one another. The difficulty here does not consist merely in the uncertainty of the boundary-line itself, the imagination itself is in an abnormal condition of

I give you a sample sentence of work done this day.